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Imagine this: you've been assigned the New Media project and placed in a group of your
peers. Two weeks before the assignment is due, you each agree to work collaboratively in
the UC's Tech Hub to complete it. However, one of your group members appears
distracted; he takes personal phone calls, scrolls down his various social media timelines,
and looks off into the distance. Oh! And when he actually recognizes that the group
exists, he either complains or talks only about subjects that are off-topic. You (very
politely, of course) ask, "Don't you care about the assignment?" He chuckles and says, "Oh,
I'll do it the night before:• Another member of the group responds, "But this is a big project,
so we shouldn't blow it off.' He says, "But I've always done it this way, and it works just
fine!" You and your other partners look at each other, and silence is cast over the room.
Yelling erupts, and your group is banned from the Tech Hubfor life.

"The Alien Has Landed" by Bob Norman. From The Miami New Times, January 19, 2006. Reprint

ed by permission of the publisher.
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Many of us are guilty of committing this crime against good logic. In our attempts to
defend our choices, ultimately, we communicate ideas such as "I like it because I like it"
and "It should be done this way because this is how it has always been done:• We often
stand by our ideas, even iflogic and goodwill defy our stances. Sound familiar?
Let's face it: the research paper isn't the most well-liked genre of writing that students
encounter in their academic careers. These assignments require us to avoid logical
fallacies, use clunky academic search engines, and read lots of academic research. Yet,
this genre is invaluable because research helps us avoid making hasty and half-baked
decisions, requires us to plan and organize our writing, and allow us to develop reasoned
arguments. Unlike other writing assignments you may have had to complete, such as the
literacy narrative, the research paper requires you to choose a topic and take an explicit
stance on that issue.
If you completed English 1010, then you may remember conducting primary research,
which may required you to pilot a limited experiment, conduct an interview, write
about a case study, create and disseminate a survey, or combine some of these
approaches. Rather than relying on primary research, your research paper in English
1020 will, in large part, require you to scour the internet (particularly via academic
search engines), books, newspapers, and other sources of information to find secondary
research ( other people's published works) to support your claims. To reasonably
articulate and defend the stance you are taking, these assignments are usually lengthy
and require more attention to citation than you're used to. Finally, for the purpose ofthis
course, you have the added responsibility of localizing your topic to the city ofMemphis.
For these reasons, the research paper can seem overwhelming and downright scary.
However, researched writing helps academic disciplines function, as it provides a way for
readers to trace the knowledge that contributes to a particular stance, opinion, or course
of action in an organized and systematic way. This manner of organizing our thoughts
and thoroughly supporting them can seem challenging because it is very different
from the ways in which we converse in casual conversation, but engaging in this process
is certainly worthwhile, especially when you're faced with an individual whose approach
to writing is supported by nothing more than their own experience.

WHY CONDUCT RESEARCH?
Regardless of our major or discipline, we conduct research to make sense of our world
and establish order in a systematic manner. We turn to studies that have been
thoroughly peer-reviewed (a process through which scientific, academic, or professional
work is evaluated by others working in the same field) and conduct our own studies to
ensure that the things we say, believe, and do are in accordance with the truth.
Preparing to critically analyze, closely engage with, and knowingly commit an entire semes
ter to a research topic can be intimidating; however, it is for these reasons that the
information you learn and the skills you gain through this process can be incredibly eyeopening, mind-boggling, and easily transferable to your other courses. That is to say, the
skills you will acquire through this process should help you to conduct research and
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write research papers in other courses and professional contexts. However, as you will
learn, research is formed, tested, and written about in vastly different ways across
disciplines. While this chapter will discuss research at length, this discussion will be
developed primarily from the vantage point of English 1020 and its research paper
component. When you are asked to write research papers in other courses, you will need
to evaluate the discourse community and its genres of writing before you write.

RECOGNIZING CONVENTIONS AND FOLLOWING THE
"RIGID RULES" OF RESEARCH PAPERS
Writers beware! Not all research papers are written the same! While this genre of writing
is typically more formulaic than others you may encounter, there is no one-size-fits-all
framework for completing research papers. In fact, the conventions of a research paper,
or the stylistic and architectural ways in which this genre is usually written and
constructed, will differ based on the discipline or field for which you are writing, your
chosen topic, your intentions, the style guide you are using, and your ( and your professors')
personal preferences.
You may be wondering how, why, and to what extent these factors contribute to the compo
sition of a research paper. These would be valid questions since all research papers
include the same types of information: an introduction, primary or secondary research,
sources, a form of a closing, and a citation page. If this is so, does it matter whether
you're writing a research paper in English or in biology? This question, leads us to the
importance of understanding audience as more than a single body of related people.
KNOWING YOUR AUDIENCE: DISCIPLINARY DISCOURSE COMMUNITIES
Research papers, and, generally, any genre of writing, have an intended audience that is
implied through the features and historical expectations of that genre. For a moment,
consider the expectations one may have for handwritten letters versus online messages.
Sometimes, people may expect handwritten letters to be used for more formal
correspondences while social media messages are typically reserved for more casual
exchanges. Research papers also have their own associated meanings affixed to them.
Think about it: as you have read, research papers tackle very specific issues; thus, they may
feature specialized lexis, concepts, data, and references to associated information that the
general public might not know. With these characteristics in mind, it wouldn't be too
far-fetched to assume that most research papers are usually written for academic and
other professional discourse communities that are formed around an interest in a
particular discipline.
These groups of specialists are then separated by their interests or the discipline and
field that is most related to their chosen careers. In each discipline, many scholars have
made choices that have helped to define their collective goals, values, practices, and
principles. In many cases, decades (and even centuries) of scholarship have reinforced
those choices. Essentially, the things that are important to biology instructors differ from
those deemed important by English instructors. As such, not only do the things we
research reflect those disciplinary differences but the ways we write about the things we
research reflect our value differences, too.
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COSTS OF BREAKING THE RULES

You may have learned in your English 1010 course that many of what Mike Rose referred to
as the "rigid rules of writing" can and should be broken once they begin to stifle your
writing. Yet, breaking the rules of your discipline, especially when writing a research
paper, can be a costly act ofrebellion. Deviating from your discipline's rules, such as not
including particular headings that most other articles in your field seem to include, holds
the potential to distract, confuse, or upset readers who are accustomed to and believe in
the conventions of your discipline. Even more, breaking these rules may affect your
ethos, bringing your credibility as a knowledgeable writer into question.
Think of it this way: you know Muddy's Bake Shop cupcakes are delicious. Also, we can all
agree that cupcakes are, more or less, comprised of cake and frosting, right? But if you
were to bite into a bright pink Muddy's cupcake, and your mouth filled with the rancid
tang of expired fish, you would probably feel more than a little confused. You might feel
too distracted to notice that the bottom half of the cupcake was baked to perfection. You
might feel angry! Similarly, people who are part of a disciplinary discourse community
have their expectations for what research papers should feature and look like. They
certainly do not want to read a research paper that overwhelms them with the sense that
something isfishy with your work.
Throughout your college career, it will be paramount that you identify who your audience
is and in which disciplinary contexts you are writing to avoid violating genre
conventions. Surely, across fields and disciplines, these conventions will conflict. For ex
ample, in this course, you will be allowed to use some personal knowledge and experienc
es to help support your claims in your research paper. Even more, you will be allowed to
use a wide-range of pathetic, ethical, and logical appeals to better represent your claims
and impact your audience. However, in an argumentative essay for a history course, using
first-person pronouns or your personal experiences would be highly inappropriate. Each
time you write, it is your responsibility to figure out the genre conventions and respond to
them accordingly.
PARTICIPATING IN A DISCOURSE: REVISITING JOHN SWALES'S C.A.R.S.
MODEL

You may be familiar with John Swales's piece titled "Create a Research Space; in which he
describes his Creating a Research Space ( C.A.R.S.) model for writing research. He
provides several "moves" that can be used to situate, or place, the writer's thoughts
into the large genre of academic research writing. In the first move, he states writers
must stress three things: 1) They must assert that whatever they have to say is part of a
larger discourse; 2) they must make statements about current knowledge or practices; and
3) they must review previous items ofresearch (Swales). Through these methods,
writers can bolster the rhetorical power they wield, which, in turn, can make their
arguments more persuasive.
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How might you place your issue within the larger discourse? Think about how others are
writing about an issue. You will want to search the library for books, look online for articles,
and check out documentaries to understand the thoughts top scholars have about your
topic. For instance, a stance on mass incarceration does not simply come out of nowhere;
rather, your thoughts should be informed by the ideas of those who have personal experience, have conducted research, and are experts on the topic. Even more, you may turn
to debates between news pundits captured on television or posts on social media about
current events related to mass incarceration. Knowing how others talk about your issue
can equip you with the discursive knowledge to participate in an ongoing conversation.
This will not only build your ethos but it will also help others to understand how you con
ceptualize and define the issue you are discussing.
IDENTIFYING DISCIPLINARY CONVENTIONS FOR RESEARCH PAPERS

In most cases, you will be expected to learn the conventions of the discipline you are writ
ing for on your own. Because you may only be taking a course for a semester and know very
little about the field, this can be a daunting task. However, there are several ways you can
begin to understand how to write for a discipline when you are not yet familiar with that
discipline's genre conventions:
• Read other texts within the discipline-Many instructors, especially those who do
not teach writing, expose students to published articles in hopes that, by way of read
ing them, students will become enculturated, or gradually familiarized, with the style
of writing that is expected of them. Through this process, you can learn who important
figures in the field are, what kinds of formatting are acceptable, and how people within
your discipline usually frame an issue (do they say "global warming" or "climate change").
You can speed up the process of familiarization by looking for common features across
two or more pieces of writing. If you notice more than one author using similar section
headings, providing similar content, or using similar transitions, then you can assume
those aspects of the text are expected by the genre and discourse community.
• Refer to your style guide or Tiger Handbook-Using an in-hand or online (Purdue
OWL) style guide can help you to understand what may be expected of you as you write
research for other classes.
Recognizing the conventions of your discipline will not be a simple task, but it will certainly
help your work to fit into larger discourses that are occurring within a field. This will serve
to assert your legitimacy as a researcher and communicate to others that you have a clear
understanding of the context of the issue you are writing about.

ARGUMENT TYPES AND PURPOSES
Maybe you are not sold on the idea of writing a research paper just yet. It sounds like a lot
of hard-maybe even boring-work with very little pay-off, doesn't it? That is the reality
of researching and writing papers on topics you have little interest or stake in. It is for this
reason that you should find a topic that both satisfies the requirements of the assignment
and piques your interest. There are various topics research papers can be written about and
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